HKUST MSGO Supplementary Form - Double Degree Options

Background/ Program Structure:
The HKUST Business School has established double degree partnerships for the HKUST MSGO program with Yale SOM Master of Management Studies in Global Business and Society (MMS) program and FGV EAESP Master in International Management (MPGI) program.

Students can opt for the double degree option at the time of HKUST MSGO admission. Successful students being admitted to both universities will spend the first academic year in the HKUST MSGO program and the second academic year in Yale SOM’s MMS program or FGV EAESP MPGI program. Students are required to settle the program fees to HKUST and the other university in respective years at where they stay.

Admissions Process:
Admission decision to the double degree option will be conducted jointly by both the HKUST Business School and the partner universities. HKUST will share the applicants’ profile with them for admission purpose. Students may have to join the admission interviews respectively by both institutions. Students should fulfil the admissions requirements of both the HKUST Business School and the partner universities.

Applicants should also fulfill the below pre-requisite requirements either in their undergraduate studies or during the HKUST MSGO program before they start the academic year at Yale University or FGV EAESP. HKUST will NOT guarantee that applicants who are successfully admitted into the HKUST MSGO program can also be admitted to the Yale University or FGV EAESP. It is subject to partner universities’ endorsement/approval for students meeting the pre-requisite requirements.

For Yale MMS program:
- Fulfill HKUST MSGO degree requirements with satisfactory academic performance
- Course Study: complete a course related to Strategy Management
- Work Experience: have full-time work or internship experience for at least 12 weeks in the same organization, at a professional level (first job level of a graduate recruit)

For FGV EAESP MPGI program:
- Fulfill HKUST MSGO degree requirements with satisfactory academic performance

If you are interested in applying for the HKUST MSGO double degree options, please complete the survey in the link below:

MSGO Supplementary form

For details about the double degree options, please refer to the page of About Double Degree Option in the HKUST MSGO program website: www.msgo.ust.hk